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In this paper we consider radially symmetric solutions of the non-
linear Dirichlet problem u+ f (|x|,u) = 0 in Ω , where Ω is a ball
in RN , N  3 and f satisﬁes some appropriate assumptions. We
prove existence of radially symmetric solutions with k prescribed
number of zeros. Moreover, when f (|x|,u) = K (|x|)|u|p−1u, using
the uniqueness result due to Tanaka (2008) [21], we verify that
these solutions are non-degenerate and we prove that their radial
Morse index is exactly k.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we consider radially symmetric solutions to the nonlinear Dirichlet problem
{
−u = f (r,u) in Ω;
u = 0 on ∂Ω, (1.1)
where r = |x|, Ω is a ball in RN ,  is the Laplacian operator and f is a smooth function satisfying
some super-linearity assumptions. In the case where Ω is a bounded domain, f is super-linear and
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In the general case, under some restrictions on the growth of f , the existence of inﬁnitely many
solutions is known, see for instance Rabinowitz [12], Bahri and Berestycki [4], Bahri [3], Bahri and
Lions [6]. In the case where Ω is a ball and f is super-linear, the existence of inﬁnitely many radially
symmetric solutions has been investigated by Struwe [16], Ambrosetti and Prodi [2], Brezis and Niren-
berg [9], Kajikiya [15], Esteban [17]. In [17] multiple solutions for (1.1) in the case where Ω is a ball
was proved without making global assumptions on f , for example oddness is not required. She only
considers various possible behavior of f at 0 and ±∞. When f is super-linear at ±∞, this multiplic-
ity result was obtained under the following assumption which was ﬁrst introduced by De Figueiredo,
Lions and Nussbaum [10]
(H) ∃θ ∈
[
0,
2N
N − 2
[
s.t. lim|s|→∞
sf (s) − θ F (s)
s2| f (s)|2/N  0,
where F (s) = ∫ s0 f (t)dt .
We will modify (H) into:
(f5) ∃c > 0, s0 > 0 s.t. c
∣∣ f (s)∣∣ 2NN+2 < 2N
N − 2 F (s) − sf (s) for |s| > s0.
Under (f5) we prove the same existence results (see Theorem 2.3). This modiﬁcation makes sense,
indeed:
a) If lim|s|→∞ | f (s)||s|N/N−2 = 0, then (H) is satisﬁed and the existence result is well known.
b) If lim|s|→∞ | f (s)||s|N/N−2  c > 0, then (H) implies that f satisﬁes (f5).
To illustrate this, taking for example, f (s) = (|s| 4N−2 s)/(log(|s| + 2))q with q  N+2N−2 , we see that
f satisﬁes (f5), but not (H) (see Appendix A). Hence the class of nonlinearities for which (f5) is
satisﬁed is much larger and then the existence result which we get under (f5) is much better. We also
mention that the result obtained in [10], can be also proved under (f5). We ﬁrst prove the L∞ a priori
estimates of radial solutions with ﬁxed number of nodes (see Proposition 2.1). The fact of ﬁxing a
priori the number of zeros is crucial, since it is well known that if we consider all possible solutions
without ﬁxing k, then no uniform bounds are available. This a priori estimates combined with the
bifurcation theory in the same way as in [17] allows us to prove the existence of these solutions.
However, the study of the uniqueness problem is more diﬃcult. Uniqueness of positive solutions
was studied by Smoller and Wasserman [20], Ni [19], Ni and Nussbaum [18]. For changing sign solu-
tions and when f (s) = |s|p−1s, Ni [19] proves the uniqueness in the annulus and Kajikiya [14] shows
the uniqueness in the ball with prescribed number of zeros. When f (x, s) = |x|l|s|p−1s, l ∈ R and
p > 1, Ni and Nussbaum [18] prove uniqueness related to an annulus of RN , N  2 (see Theorem 3.1,
p. 82). In [23] Nagazaki showed that if 1 < p < N+2+2lN−2 and Ω = BR , then (1.1) has a unique solution
for every k ∈ N, and if p  N+2+2lN−2 , (1.1) has no solution. When f (x, s) = K (|x|)|s|p−1s and Ω = BR ,
under suﬃcient conditions on K , Tanaka [21] proves uniqueness of radial solutions, uk , of Eq. (1.1)
having k − 1 zeros in ]0,1[ for every k ∈ N (see Theorem 1.2, p. 1333). Note that Naito [22] proves
the existence of this kind of solutions. Thanks to Smoller and Wasserman [20], we verify that these
solutions are non-degenerate.
If u is a solution of problem (1.1), we deﬁne the Morse index of u as the number of strictly negative
eigenvalues of the operator − − ∂ f /∂s acting from H2(Ω) ∩ H10(Ω) into H−1(Ω) and is denoted
by i(u). We also denote by ir(u) the radial Morse index deﬁned as i(u) on H10,r(Ω). It is an interesting
problem to study the relation-ship between the Morse index of the radial symmetric solutions and
their number of zeros. In [7], Bahri and Lions have showed that the number of the nodal domains
of a solution u of (1.1) is less than or equal to the Morse index of u. It is proved in [24] that if u is
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then u is not radial.
In this paper, we prove that ir(uk) = k where uk is the unique solution found in Theorem 2.4 (see
Theorem 2.6). To prove this result, we begin by establishing a characterization of the Morse index
(see Proposition 2.8), then we prove the result for the homogeneous subcritical nonlinearity (that is
f (s) = |s|p−1s) and ﬁnally, using a convexity argument, we conclude by means of a continuous path
of nonlinearities between f (s) = |s|p−1s and f (x, s) = K (|x|)|s|p−1s. The proof uses essentially the a
priori estimates (see Proposition 2.1), the properties of the radial eigenfunctions and the eigenvalues
of − on the ball, the uniqueness and the non-degeneracy of radially symmetric solutions of (1.1).
We notice that in the case where Ω is a ball of radius R > 0 in RN , radial solutions of (1.1) must
solve ⎧⎨
⎩ u
′′ + N − 1
r
u′ + f (r,u) = 0 in (0, R);
u(0) = a, u′(0) = 0.
(1.2)
In order to state our main results, we need to ﬁx some notations.
We denote
BR =
{
x ∈ RN , |x| < R}, R > 0, (1.3)
Aβα =
{
x ∈ RN , α < |x| < β}, β > α > 0, (1.4)
Sβ =
{
x ∈ RN , |x| = β}, β > 0. (1.5)
If D is a radially symmetric sub-domain of BR , we denote by λk(D) the kth eigenvalue of −
acting on the subspace of radial functions of H10(D). When D is BR , we simply write λk .
If u is a radial function in BR , that is u(x) = u(|x|) for all x ∈ BR , we say that r ∈ R+ is a node or
a zero of u if u(x) = 0 for any x ∈ Ω satisfying |x| = r.
We begin by introducing the assumptions on the nonlinearity f :
(f1) f : R → R is locally Lipschitz continuous.
(f2) f (0) = 0.
(f3) lim|s|→∞ f (s)s = ∞.
(f4) lim|s|→∞ f (s)|s|σ = 0, where σ = N+2N−2 , N  3.
(f5) There exist two positive constants c and s0 such that
c
∣∣ f (s)∣∣ 2NN+2 < 2N
N − 2 F (s) − sf (s), for |s| > s0.
(f6) lims→0 f (s)s < λk0 , for some k0 ∈ N.
Let I be a set of parameters and ( ft)t∈I be a family of functions satisfying:
(f7) ∀s0 > 0, ∃Ms0 > 0 such that sup−s0ss0 | ft(s)| Ms0 uniformly in t .
When ft depends also on r = |x|, x ∈ BR , we need to modify the above assumptions as follows:
(f′1) ft ∈ C([0,∞[ × R,R) is Lipschitz continuous with respect to s, differentiable with respect to r
and s ∂ ft
∂r (r, s) 0, ∀s ∈ R, ∀r ∈ [0, R], ∂ ft∂r continuous on [0, R] ×R, for all t ∈ I .
(f′2) ft(r,0) = 0, ∀r > 0.
(f′3) lim|s|→∞
ft (r,s)
s = ∞, uniformly in r ∈ (0, R) and t ∈ I .
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ft (r,s)|s|σ = 0, uniformly in r ∈ (0, R) and t ∈ I , where σ = N+2N−2 , N  3
(
H ′
) ∃θ ∈ [0, 2N
N − 2
[
such that lim|s|→∞
sft(x, s) − θ{F (x, s) + (1/N)x.∇x F (x, s)}
s2| ft(x, s)|2/N  0
uniformly in x ∈ BR and t ∈ I .
(f′7) ∀s0 > 0, ∃Ms0 > 0 such that sup−s0ss0 | ft(r, s)| Ms0 uniformly in t and r ∈ [0, R].
These hypotheses include nonlinearities of the type: ft(x, s) = tK (r)|s|p−1s + (1 − t)|s|p−1s,
1 < p < NN−2 , r = |x|, t ∈ [0,1], which we need to prove Theorem 2.6.
2. Main results
We now consider the following problems:
(B.k)
{−u = f (u) in BR; u = 0 on ∂BR;
u ∈ C2(BR); u is radial and has k − 1 nodes in (0, R),
(B.k.t)
{−u = ft(u) in BR; u = 0 on ∂BR;
u ∈ C2(BR); u is radial and has k − 1 nodes in (0, R),
(B.k.r.t)
{−u = ft(r,u) in BR; u = 0 on ∂BR;
u ∈ C2(BR); u is radial and has k − 1 nodes in (0, R),
where t ∈ I (I is a set of parameters). We have:
Proposition 2.1. Assume that ft satisﬁes (f1)–(f5) uniformly in t ∈ I and (f7). Then there exists a positive
constant ck = c(k, r,N), independent of t, such that
‖ut‖L∞(BR )  ck, (2.1)
for every solution ut of (B.k.t).
Proposition 2.2. Assume that ft satisﬁes (f′1)–(f′4), (H ′) and (f′7). Then there exists a positive constant ck =
c(k, R,N), independent of t, such that
‖ut‖L∞(BR )  ck, (2.2)
for every solution ut of (B.k.r.t).
Theorem 2.3. Assume that f satisﬁes (f1)–(f6), then for each k > k0 there exist at least two solutions of (B.k),
uk, vk such that vk(0) < 0 < uk(0), where k0 is the integer in (f6).
In the following, we consider the problem
(B.K .k)
{
−u = K (r)|u|p−1u in BR; u = 0 on ∂BR;
u ∈ C2(BR); u is radial and has k − 1 nodes in (0, R),
where K ∈ C2([0, R]) is a positive function and 1 < p < N+2N−2 . Deﬁne V (r) = rK
′(r)
K (r) , then from the
results obtained in [21] and [22], we deduce the following:
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[
V (r) − p(N − 2) − N + 4][V (r) − p(N − 2) + N]− 2rV ′(r) < 0, 0 < r < R. (2.3)
Then (B.K .k) has a unique solution uk with uk(0) > 0.
Remark 2.5. i) Letting r → +0 in (2.3), we get p  NN−2 .
ii) The uniqueness part of Theorem 2.4 is proved in [21] for R = 1 (see Theorem 1.2, p. 1333).
However, an easy scaling argument shows that the same result holds for R > 0.
Theorem 2.6. Let uk be the unique radial solution found in Theorem 2.4 and assume that K ′(r) < 0, we then
have:
1) uk is non-degenerate,
2) ir(uk) = k.
We give an example of a positive function K such that K ′(r) < 0 and satisfying (2.3).
Example 2.7. Let K (r) = exp(αr), α < 0, r ∈ (0, R). We clearly have K ′(r) < 0.
We now look for α < 0, such that (2.3) is satisﬁed. If we insert K in (2.3), we obtain
X2 − (N − 2)(2p − 1)X + (N − 2)[p2(N − 2) − Np] 0 (2.4)
where X = αr. Let
X1 = 1
2
[
(N − 2)(2p − 1) − ((N − 2)2(2p − 1)2 − 4(N − 2)(p2(N − 2) − Np))1/2]
the ﬁrst root of (2.4). Since p < NN−2 , we have X1 < 0. Then in order to get (2.4) for all r ∈ (0, R) it
suﬃces to choose α < 0 such that X1  αR .
In order to prove Theorem 2.6, we need to establish the following propositions.
Firstly, we give a characterization of the Morse index. More precisely, we have:
Proposition 2.8. Let f be a continuous function on Ω ×R and ∂ f
∂s (x, s) > 0 for s > 0 and u be a continuous
solution of problem (1.1), we then have
i(u) = card
{
λ ∈ ]0,1[ s.t. ∃e ∈ H10(Ω) \ {0} and − e = λ
∂ f
∂s
(x,u)e
}
.
Secondly, for K ≡ 1 we prove:
Proposition 2.9. Let 1 < p < N+2N−2 , k ∈ N∗ and uk be the unique solution of the problem
(B.k.p)
{
−u = |u|p−1u in BR; u = 0 on ∂BR;
u ∈ C2(BR); u(0) > 0; u is radial having k − 1 zeros in (0, R).
We then have
ir(uk) = k.
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Section 4 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.3. Finally, in Section 5 we prove Propositions 2.8, 2.9
and Theorem 2.6.
3. Proofs of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2
Proof of Proposition 2.1. We follow the same idea as in [17] to obtain the a priori L∞ estimates. Let
us denote by z0 = 0; z1, . . . , zk−1, zk = R the ordered zeros of u and λ1(D j) the ﬁrst eigenvalue of
− on D j = Az j+1z j . It is clear that for every solution ut of (B.k.t), there exists j = j(ut) such that
z j+1 − z j  Rk (since
∑i=k
i=1(zi − zi−1) = R). We proceed in three steps.
Step 1. We prove that there exists a constant c = c(k,N, R) independent of t such that
∣∣u′t(z j+1)∣∣ c.
We remark that λ1(D j) is uniformly bounded in t (since k is ﬁxed and measure of (D j) is bounded
from below). Indeed, we may write λ1(D j) = z2j+1λ1(A1z j/z j+1). On the other hand since z j+1 − z j  Rk ,
we have A11−1/k ⊂ A1z j/z j+1 , thus λ1(A1z j/z j+1)  λ1(A11−1/k), this implies that λ1(D j)  R2λ1(A11−1/k).
Now, let us suppose, for instance, that (ut)|D j > 0. We set z
′
j = (z j+1 + z j)/2, z′′j = (z′j + z j+1)/2 and
we take v1 to be the positive eigenfunction of − associated to the ﬁrst eigenvalue λ1(D j) such that
v1(z′′j ) = 1. Multiplying the equation −ut = ft(ut) by v1 and integrating it over D j , we obtain∫
D j
ft(ut)v1 dx = λ1(D j)
∫
D j
ut v1 dx.
Using ( f3) and the fact that λ1(D j) is bounded, we can ﬁnd μ independent of t , μ > λ1(D j) such
that
−C + μ
∫
D j
ut v1 dx λ1(D j)
∫
D j
ut v1 dx.
It follows that there exists C > 0 which depends on R , k and N but not on t and j such that
∫
D j
ut v1 dx < ck,
∫
D j
ft(ut)v1 dx < ck. (3.1)
Applying the result of Gidas, Ni and Nirenberg (see [11], Theorem 2, p. 210), we deduce that
∂ut/∂r < 0 and ∂v1/∂r < 0 on {(z j + z j+1)/2 < |x| < z j+1}. Therefore we have,
(
z′′j − z′j
)
ut
(
z′′j
)

z′′j∫
z′j
ut v1 
z j+1∫
z j
ut v1  ck,
which reads (since z j+1 − z j  R/k and z j+1  R), ut(z′′j )  ck(R). This implies that ut is uniformly
bounded in A
z j+1
z′′j
. Then using the de Giorgi–Nash type theorem, we get that ut is uniformly bounded
in C0,α near the boundary. Therefore by using elliptic regularity and Schauder estimates we prove
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Step 1 follows.
Step 2. We prove that ‖∇ut‖L2(BR ) is bounded. Let
E(r) = 1
2
(
u′t(r)
)2 + Ft(ut(r)) where Ft(s) =
s∫
0
ft(α)dα, (3.2)
be the energy function associated to (B.k.t), we see that E ′(r) = − N−1r (u′t(r))2 < 0, which implies
that E is strictly decreasing and therefore E(R) < E(z j+1). This together with Step 1 and taking in
account that ut(R) = ut(z j+1) = 0 and Ft(0) = 0, we derive
∣∣u′t(R)∣∣ ∣∣u′t(z j+1)∣∣ c, ∀t ∈ I,
where c = c(k,N, R) independent of t . Using Pohozaev identity, we see that
2N
N − 2
∫
BR
Ft(ut) −
∫
BR
ut ft(ut) = RN
(
u′t(R)
)2  c.
Hence (f5) implies that ‖ ft(ut)‖
L
2N
N+2 (BR )
is bounded. It follows that ut is bounded in W 2,2N/(N+2)(BR).
By Sobolev embedding theorem, we conclude that ut is bounded in H10(BR).
Step 3. Thanks to (f4) and using a method due to Brezis and Kato [5] as in [10] (for this fact, more
details are given in Step 3 in the proof of Proposition 2.2), we deduce that
‖ut‖L∞(BR )  c,
where c = c(k,N, R) is a positive constant independent of t . This completes the proof of Proposi-
tion 2.1. 
Remark 3.1. Note that under (f5) we do not need the fact that ‖ f (u)‖L1(D j) is bounded (even it is
satisﬁed) to prove the L2 bound on ∇u. In fact in this case the proof of the a priori bound is much
easier than the one in [17] and [10]. However, under hypothesis (H) in [17] and [10] (or under (H ′)
as we will see in Proposition 2.2) this information is crucial to get the L2 bound on ∇u.
Proof of Proposition 2.2. As in the proof of Proposition 2.1, we also have λ1(D j) is uniformly bounded
in u.
Step 1. Since (∂ ft/∂r)(r,ut) < 0, applying the result of Gidas, Ni and Nirenberg (see [11], Theorem 1′ ,
p. 221), we deduce that ∂ut/∂r < 0 on {(z j+1 + z j)/2 < |x| < z j+1}. Following Step 1 in the proof of
Proposition 2.1, we get
∣∣u′t(z j+1)∣∣ c.
Step 2. We claim that |u′t(r)| ck , ∀r ∈ [z j+1, R]. Using (f′1), we have (∂ Ft/∂r)(r,ut) < 0, which implies
that the energy function E(r) deﬁned by (3.2) is decreasing. Moreover, (f′3) implies that there exists
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∫ s
0 ft(r, z)dz. Hence
(f′7) gives ∣∣u′t(r)∣∣ ck, ∀r ∈ [z j+1, R].
Since u(R) = 0, we derive that ∣∣ut(r)∣∣ ck, ∀r ∈ [z j+1, R].
It remains only to prove the L∞ bound of ut on B(0, z j+1). This is the aim of Step 3.
Step 3. We follow the strategy in [17]. Let mj be a point in D j = Az j+1z j where ut achieves its maximum
and denote by A j the set A
z j+1
mj , then there exists a positive constant ck independent of t such that∥∥ ft(r,ut)∥∥L1(A j)  ck. (3.3)
Indeed, using Step 1 and the ODE associated to (B.k.r.t), we ﬁnd
z j+1∫
mj
rN−1 ft(r,ut)dr = −
z j+1∫
mj
(
rN−1u′
)′
dr = −zN−1j+1 u′(z j+1) cRN−1 = C .
Hence by (f′3) and (f′7), (3.3) follows. We now prove that ‖∇ut‖L2(A j) is uniformly bounded. We ﬁrst
have by (3.3), Sobolev’s embedding theorem and Holder’s inequality,
∫
A j
u2t
∣∣ ft(r,ut)∣∣ 2N 
(∫
A j
∣∣ ft(r,ut)∣∣
) 2
N
(∫
A j
u
2N
N−2
t
) N−2
N
 ck‖∇ut‖2L2(A j). (3.4)
Multiplying the equation in (B.k.r.t) by rNu′t and integrating it by parts over A j (using the fact that
u′t(mj) = 0), we ﬁnd the Pohozaev identity∫
A j
Ft(r,ut) + 1
N
∫
A j
r
∂ Ft
∂r
(r,ut)dx
= N − 2
2N
∫
A j
|∇ut |2 dx+ 1
2N
z2j+1
(
u′t
)2
(z j+1) − mj
N
Ft
(
mj,ut(mj)
)
.
By ( f ′3), ( f ′7) and Step 1, we obtain∫
A j
Ft(r,ut)dx+ 1
N
∫
A j
r
∂ Ft
∂r
(r,ut)dx
N − 2
2N
∫
A j
|∇ut |2 dx+ ck. (3.5)
From (H ′), we have
∫
A j
ut ft(r,ut)dx θ
[ ∫
A j
Ft(r,ut) + 1
N
r
∂ Ft
∂r
(r,ut)dx
]
+ ε
∫
A j
u2t
∣∣ ft(r,ut)∣∣ 2N + cε, (3.6)
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fact that
∫
A j
|∇ut |2 dx =
∫
A j
ut ft(r,ut)dx, we obtain
(
1− θ N − 2
2N
− εc
)∫
A j
ut ft(r,ut)dx cε(k).
For ε small enough, we derive that ∫
A j
|∇ut |2 dx ck.
Multiplying (B.k.r.t) by |ut |p−1ut , where p is an arbitrary positive number (it is not the one of the
usual homogeneous nonlinearity) and integrating it over A j , we get
p
∫
A j
|∇ut |2|ut |p−1 dx =
∫
A j
ft(r,ut)|ut |p−1ut dx,
which implies that
4p
(1+ p)2
∫
A j
∣∣∇(|ut | p−12 ut)∣∣2 dx =
∫
A j
ft(r,ut)|ut |p−1ut dx. (3.7)
Thanks to (f′4), we deduce that for any ε > 0 there exists Cε > 0 such that∫
A j
∣∣∇(|ut | p−12 ut)∣∣2 dx C .ε
∫
A j
|ut | 4N−2 |ut |p+1 dx+ Cε.
Let q = N(p+1)/(N −2), by Hölder’s inequality and Sobolev’s embedding theorem (for v = |ut | p−12 ut )
we ﬁnd
(∫
A j
|ut |q dx
) N−2
N
 C .ε
(∫
A j
|ut | 2NN−2 dx
) 2
N
(∫
A j
|ut |q dx
) N−2
N
+ Cε. (3.8)
Since ut(z j+1) = 0, the Poincaré inequality holds on A j (see Remark (3.2) below), then we have
∫
A j
|ut | 2NN−2 dx c|∇ut |
2N
N−2
L2(A j)
 C . (3.9)
Using (3.8) and (3.9), then for ε small enough we deduce that |ut |Lq(A j) < C . Since q is an arbitrary
positive number, it follows that | ft(r,ut)|Lδ(A j)  c, with δ > N/2. Then by the fact that ut(z j+1) = 0,
we derive that
‖ut‖L∞(D j)  c,
where c is a positive constant independent of t and j.
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method repeated a ﬁnite number of times gives the desired result.
Since we have assumed that ut  0 in D j , then ut  0 in D j−1. Let mj−1 be a point in D j−1 where
ut achieves its minimum. From the equation (B.k.r.t), we get∫
A
m j
m j−1
ft
(
r,ut(r)
)
dx = 0.
By (f′3) and the fact ut is bounded in A
mj
z j , the set of s ∈ R− such that ft(x, s) > 0 is bounded.
We then derive that ‖ ft(r,ut)‖L1(Am jm j−1 )  c. Finally we repeat the same method as above (as work-
ing in D j ) to get ‖ut‖L∞(Az j+1m j−1 )  c, because once again mes(A
z j+1
mj−1) is bounded from below and
ut(z j+1) = u′t(mj) = 0. Therefore
‖ut‖L∞(D j−1)  c,
where c is a positive constant independent of t and j. The proof of Proposition 2.2 is completed. 
Remark 3.2. Since we deal with radial solutions (here we only have ut(z j+1) = 0), it is known that
the Poincaré inequality holds on A j = Az j+1mj . Indeed, by writing u(r) = −
∫ z j+1
r u
′(s)ds, we see that
|u(r)| ∫ z j+1r |u′(s)|ds which gives
rN−1
∣∣u(r)∣∣2  (z j+1 − r)
z j+1∫
r
∣∣u′(s)∣∣2 ds (z j+1 − r)‖∇u‖2L2(A j).
We then obtain
‖u‖L2(A j)  c(R)‖∇u‖L2(A j).
4. Proof of Theorem 2.3
We will essentially use Proposition 2.1 and the bifurcation theory. Let ft(s) = f (s)+ts and consider
the following problem
(B.k.t)
{−u = f (u) + tu = ft(u) in BR; u = 0 on ∂BR;
u ∈ C2(BR); u is radial and has k − 1 nodes.
The next lemma ensures that t is bounded when we want to prove the a priori bounds for solutions
of the problem (B.k.t) (recall that we are actually interested by the case t = 0).
Lemma 4.1. (See [17, Lemma 7].) If f satisﬁes (f1) and (f3), then for every k ∈ Nwe can ﬁnd a positive constant
t(k) such that if (u, t) is a solution of (B.k.t), t  t(k).
Thanks to this lemma and the fact that f satisﬁes (f1)–(f5), we see that ft satisﬁes (f1)–(f5) and
(f7) uniformly in t ∈ [0, t]. Hence Proposition 2.1 implies that
‖ut‖L∞(BR )  c,
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[17] (see also [8]), to infer the existence of a certain number of solutions of (B.k). From now on
the proof of Theorem 2.3 is identically to the one of Theorem 1 in [17]. However, for the sake of
completeness we recall the main steps of this proof. We ﬁrst approximate the problem (B.k.t) by
(B.k.t.ε)
{−uε = fε(uε) + tuε in BR; uε = 0 on ∂BR;
uε ∈ C2(BR); uε is radial and has k − 1 nodes in (0, R),
where 0 t  t and ( fε) is a family of C1-functions which satisfy:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
fε → f in C(R,R);
f ′ε(0) → lim
s→0
f (s)
s
as ε → 0;
fε uniformly Lipschitz continuous on [−1,1];
fε satisﬁes (f2)–(f5) uniformly in ε.
Since fε satisﬁes (f1)–(f5) and (f7) uniformly with respect to ε, a slight modiﬁcation of the proof of
Proposition 2.1 implies that if uε is a solution of problem (B.k.t.ε), then there exists a constant c > 0
such that
‖uε‖L∞(BR )  c, ∀ε ∈ [0, ε0] and t ∈ [0, t].
We denote by μ j,ε the kth eigenvalues of − − f ′ε(0) acting on radial functions of H10(BR). It
is well known that these eigenvalues are simple. This information is crucial to apply the bifurcation
theory, see Theorem 1.10, p. 165 in [13]. This theorem states that (μ j,ε,0) is a bifurcation point for
the problem
{
−uε = fε(uε) + tuε in BR;
uε = 0 on ∂BR , (4.1)
and there exist two components of solutions of (4.1), C+j,ε , C
−
j,ε which contain the point (μ j,ε,0) and
such that for all u ∈ C+j,ε (resp. C−j,ε), u(0) > 0 (resp. u(0) < 0). Moreover, we have either
i) C±j,ε are unbounded,
or
ii) C±j,ε contain (μ,0) for all μ eigenvalue of the operator − − f ′ε(0) with μ = μ j,ε .
Namely the proof is based on the following steps developed in pp. 124–126 of [17].
Step 1. C+j,ε and C
−
j,ε cannot contain any (u, t) with t μk and u = 0, see Lemma 7, p. 123 in [17] for
the deﬁnition of μk and for the proof of this fact.
Step 2. ii) cannot occur.
Step 3. All the components C±j,ε are unbounded in R× S j,ε , where S j,ε is the set of solutions of (4.1)
having j − 1 zeros in Ω .
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where t = μk and for 0 t  t we have |u|L∞(BR )  c. This L∞ a priori estimate prevents the curves
C±k,ε to be asymptotic to the axis t = 0. Hence C±k,ε must cross the axis t = 0 at 2-points uεk and vεk
which will be solutions of (B.k.t.ε) with t = 0 satisfying uεk (0) < 0 < vεk (0). Now, since we have a
uniform L∞-bound on all solutions uεk , v
ε
k , the Schauder elliptic estimates imply that u
ε
k and v
ε
k are
bounded in C2,α(Ω). Hence passing to the limit as ε → 0 and thanks to Lemma 8 and Remark 9
in [17], we obtain uk , vk nontrivial solutions of (B.k) having k − 1 zeros and satisfying uk(0) < 0 <
vk(0). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
5. Proofs of Propositions 2.8, 2.9 and Theorem 2.6
Proof of Proposition 2.8. Since we are interested in radial solutions, we give the proof of the char-
acterization of the radial Morse index with Ω = BR . We begin by introducing some notations and
deﬁnitions needed at this stage. Denote by H10(BR) the usual Sobolev space equipped with the norm‖ .‖ and its inner product 〈 , 〉,
‖u‖ =
(∫
BR
|∇u|2 dx
) 1
2
, 〈u, v〉 =
∫
BR
uv dx, ∀u, v ∈ H10(BR).
We denote by H10,r(BR) the subspace of H
1
0(BR) which consists of radially symmetric functions. For
u ∈ H10(BR), we denote by I(u) the energy of u, that is
I(u) =
∫
BR
|∇u|2 −
∫
BR
F (u), where F (s) =
s∫
0
f (t)dt.
It is well known that solutions of problem (1.1) are the critical points of the energy functional I . If u
is a radially symmetric solution, we also denote by ir(u) its radial Morse index, that is
ir(u) = max
{
dim H, H is a subspace of H10,r(BR) s.t. I
′′(u)(h,h) < 0, ∀h ∈ H \ {0}}.
We know that if u is a weak solution of the equation −u = f (x,u), then u is continuous on BR .
We now consider the following map
J : H10,r(BR) → L2(BR) → L2(BR) → H10,r(BR),
v → v → ∂ f
∂s
(x, s)v → J (v)
where J (v) is the unique element of H10,r(BR) satisfying
∫
BR
∂ f
∂s
(x, s)v.w = 〈 J (v),w〉, ∀w ∈ H10,r(BR),
or equivalently
− J (v) = ∂ f (x, s)v.
∂s
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∂s (x, s) > 0 for s > 0, we
derive that J is positive (〈 J (u),u〉 > 0, for any u = 0). Then J has a sequence of eigenvalues (μi)
strictly decreasing to zero and H10,r(BR) possesses a Hilbert basis consists of eigenvectors associated
to (μi). Let λi = 1/μi , then −ei = λi ∂ f∂s (x, s)ei . Hence for v =
∑∞
i=1 αiei , we have
I ′′(u)(v, v) =
∞∑
i=1
(
1− 1
λi
)
α2i .
This completes the proof of Proposition 2.8. 
Remark 5.1. 1) If Ω is a bounded smooth domain in RN , the same proof works and we get the
characterization of the Morse index, i(u) as required.
2) Assume that f is a C1 function satisfying s2 f ′(s) > sf (s) > 0 for s = 0. Then if uk is a radial
symmetric solution with k − 1 zeros of (1.1) in BR , we have
ir(uk) k.
This result has been proved by Bahri and Lions [7]. However, for the sake of completeness we give
the proof here. Let z1, z2, . . . , zk−1, zk = R denote the ordered zeros of uk and z0 = 0. For each i ∈
{1, . . . ,k}, we deﬁne
uik =
{
uk(r) if zi−1  r  zi;
0 otherwise.
We clearly have uik ∈ H10,r(BR) and satisﬁes
∫
BR
∣∣∇uik∣∣2 =
∫
BR
f
(
uik
)
uik.
We then derive that
I ′′(uk)
(
uik,u
i
k
)= ∫
BR
f
(
uik
)
uik − f ′
(
uik
)(
uik
)2
< 0.
In addition, we have I ′′(uk)(uik,u
j
k) = 0 for i = j. This implies that I ′′(uk) is strictly negative on
〈u1k , . . . ,ukk〉 \ {0}, where 〈u1k , . . . ,ukk〉 is the subspace of H10,r(BR) spanned by u1k , . . . ,ukk . Since the
supports of these functions are disjoint, the result follows.
Proof of Proposition 2.9. We ﬁrst mention that the problem (B.k.p) (introduced in Proposition 2.9)
has a unique solution denoted by up (see [17,22] for the existence and [14] for the uniqueness re-
sult). Moreover this solution is non-degenerate (see the proof of 1) in Theorem 2.6). These qualitative
properties are crucial to establish Proposition 2.9.
The proof uses several technical lemmas, where we require some p0 satisfying 1 < p0 < N+2N−2 .
Lemma 5.2. Let p ∈ ]1, p0] and up be the unique radial symmetric solution of (B.k.p), we then have
(i) mp = sup[0,R] |up(r)| = |up(0)|,
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mk  (mp)p−1  Mk.
Proof of (i). Since up satisﬁes
u′′p +
N − 1
r
u′p + |up|p−1up = 0 with u′p(0) = 0, (5.1)
multiplying (5.1) by u′p and integrating it over [0, r] we obtain
1
2
(
u′p(r)
)2 + (N − 1)
r∫
0
(u′p)2
s
ds = 1
p + 1
(|up|p+1(0) − |up|p+1(r)).
It follows that |up(r)| |up(0)|, for any r  0. Hence (i) follows. 
Proof of (ii). The proof is by contradiction. For the right-hand side of (ii), assume that there exists
a sequence (pn), pn ∈ ]1, p0] such that (mpn )pn−1 tends to inﬁnity. Let u˜n(r) = upn (βnr)/mpn , where
βn = (mpn )(1−pn)/2 and r ∈ [0, R/βn[, then u˜n satisﬁes⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
−u˜n = |u˜n|pn−1u˜n in B(0, R/βn);
u˜n = 0 on ∂B(0, R/βn);
u˜n(0) = 1.
Since |u˜n|pn−1u˜n is bounded, by the standard elliptic estimates, we see that u˜n converges, up to a
subsequence, in the C1 sense, on every compact set of RN to a function u ∈ C2(RN ), which is a
radially symmetric solution of {
−u = |u|p−1u in RN ;
u(0) = 1,
with p = lim pn .
We know from [18] that u is oscillatory. On the other hand if u(r) = 0 for some r > 0 then
u′(r) = 0 (otherwise u has to be identically zero with u(0) = 1). Hence if u vanishes, then u changes
sign. This contradicts the fact that u˜n has k−1 zeros in [0, R/βn]. Indeed, we choose r1, r2, . . . , rk, ri <
ri+1 such that u(r2i−1) > 0 and u(r2i) < 0 for i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,k} and take ε = inf |u(ri)|, i = 1, . . . ,k, we
can ﬁnd n0 larger enough such that −ε + u(ri) < u˜n0 (ri) < ε + u(ri) for all i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,k}, thus
u˜n0 (r2i−1) > 0 and u˜n0 (r2i) < 0 for any i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,k}. This implies that u˜n0 has at least 2k− 1 zeros;
a contradiction. Therefore, there exists a constant Mk > 0 such that m
p−1
p  Mk .
For the left-hand side of (ii), we have λ1  (mp)p−1 for all p ∈ ]1, p0], where λ1 is the ﬁrst
eigenvalue of the operator − in H10,r(BR). Indeed, suppose that there exists p ∈ ]1, p0] such that
(mp)p−1 < λ1 and let e1 be the eigenfunction associated to λ1 such that e1(0) > 0, we know that
e1(r) > 0 in [0, R). Since the functions e1 and up satisfy the equations
(
rN−1e′1
)′ + rN−1λ1e1 = 0, (rN−1u′p)′ + rN−1|up|p−1up = 0,
we multiplying the ﬁrst one by up , the second by e1 and taking the difference, we get
(
rN−1u′p
)′
e1 −
(
rN−1e′1
)′
up =
(
λ1 − |up|p−1
)
rN−1e1up . (5.2)
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rN−11 u
′
p(r1)e1(r1) =
r1∫
0
(
λ1 − |up|p−1
)
rN−1e1up . (5.3)
Since the right-hand side of (5.3) is strictly positive and u′p(r1) < 0, it follows that e1(r1) < 0. This is
a contradiction and the proof of (ii) is achieved. The proof of Lemma 5.2 is thereby completed. 
Let (λi)i be the sequence of the eigenvalues of the operator − in H10,r(BR). We know that λi
is simple. Moreover, if (ei) is a Hilbert basis of eigenfunctions associated to λi , we can verify that ei
vanishes i − 1 times. This fact will be useful to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 5.3. There exists α, α ∈ ]1, p0], such that ir(up) k for any p ∈ ]1,α].
Proof. We proceed by contradiction and assume that there exists a sequence (pn) tending to 1 as
n tends to inﬁnity such that ir(upn )  k + 1. Consider vn(r) = 1mpn upn (r) where mpn is deﬁned in
Lemma 5.2, then vn satisﬁes
{
−vn = (mpn )pn−1|vn|pn−1vn in BR;
vn = 0 on ∂BR .
From Lemma 5.2 we see that ||(mpn )pn−1|vn|pn−1vn||L∞(BR )  Mk . It follows that vn converges (up to
a subsequence) in the C1(BR) sense, to a radially symmetric function v solution of
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
−v = βv in BR;
v = 0 on ∂BR;
v(0) = 1,
where β = lim(mpn )pn−1 as n → +∞. Moreover v has at most k − 1 zeros, which implies that β ∈
{λ1, . . . , λk}. On the other hand let λ1n, . . . , λk+1n , . . . denote the eigenvalues of −ein = f ni where f in =
pnλin(mpn )
pn−1|vn|pn−1ein and (ein) a basis of the eigenfunctions associated to (λin). Since ir(upn ) 
k + 1, we then have 0 < λin < 1 for i = 1,2, . . . ,k + 1. Therefore using the fact that ‖ f in‖L2(BR ) is
bounded, the sequence (ein) converges (up to a subsequence) to gi in H
1
0,r(BR). Moreover gi is radially
symmetric and satisﬁes
{
−gi = liβgi in BR;
gi = 0 on ∂BR ,
where li = limλin as n → +∞. We have li = 0, then liβ is an eigenvalue of − in H10,r(BR), for each
i = 1,2, . . . ,k + 1. Since 〈gi, g j〉 = 0 for i = j and the eigenvalues of − in H10,r(BR) are simple, it
follows that liβ = l jβ for i = j. Hence there exists i0 ∈ {1,2, . . . ,k + 1} such that li0β  λk+1 which
gives a contradiction. Indeed, we have λk+1  li0β  β  λk . The proof of Lemma 5.3 follows. 
Lemma 5.4. Let k ∈ N∗ , p ∈ (1, p0] and denote by up the unique solution of problem (B.k.p). If (pn), pn ∈
(1, p0] is a sequence converging to p ∈ (1, p0], then upn converges to up in the C1(BR) sense.
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{
−upn = |upn |pn−1upn in BR;
upn = 0 on ∂BR .
Since p > 1, Lemma 5.2 implies that |upn |pn−1upn is bounded in L∞(BR). By elliptic estimates, we see
that upn converges in the C
1 sense to a radially symmetric function u solution of
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
−u = |u|p−1u in BR;
u = 0 on ∂BR;
u(0) > 0.
We will show that u has exactly k − 1 zeros in (0, R), then by uniqueness of up we conclude that
u = up .
Claim 1. u has at least k − 1 zeros in (0, R).
For that, let z1n, z
2
n, . . . , z
k−1
n , z
k
n = R are the ordered zeros of upn , then there exists a non-negative
constant ck independent of n such that
∣∣zi+1n − zin∣∣ ck, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,k − 1}.
If not, there exists i0 ∈ {1, . . . ,k − 1} such that |zi0+1n − zi0n | → 0 as n → ∞. Thus by Role’s theorem
we get a point αn ∈ (zi0n , zi0+1n ) such that u′pn (αn) = 0. Since zi0n  R , there exists a subsequence zi0ρ(n)
converging to α0. Hence we have αρ(n) → α0. Moreover, using the fact that upn → u uniformly in the
C1 sense, we obtain u(α0) = u′(α0) = 0. By Cauchy’s theorem this cannot holds.
Claim 2. u has at most k − 1 zeros in (0, R).
Indeed, since u(0) = 0 we observe that if u(r0) = 0 for some r0 ∈ (0, R) then u′(r0) = 0 and there-
fore u has to change sign. Assume now that u has at least k zeros in (0, R) denoted by z1, . . . , zk and
choose r1 < z1 < r2 < z2 < · · · < zk < rk+1, (k + 1)-points in (0, R) such that u(ri),u(ri+1) < 0 for all
i ∈ {1, . . . ,k}. Let ε = inf1ik |u(ri)|, since upn converges to u there exists n0 such that for n  n0,
we have upn (ri),upn (ri+1) < 0 for i ∈ {1, . . . ,k}. This implies that upn has at least k zeros in (0, R);
a contradiction. It follows that u has exactly k − 1 zeros in (0, R) and the proof of Lemma 5.4 is
completed. 
Lemma 5.5. Let C = {p ∈ [α, p0] s.t. ir(up)  k}, where α is the constant in Lemma 5.3. Then C is an open
and closed set for the topology induced on [α, p0].
Proof. C is closed. Indeed, let (pn) be any sequence in C , converging to p, then p ∈ C . We argue by
contradiction and assume that p /∈ C , then ir(up) k + 1.
Let λ1, . . . , λk+1, . . . denote the eigenvalues of −ei = pλi |up|p−1ei , where (ei)i is a basis of eigen-
vectors associated to λi . Since ir(up) k + 1, it follows that 0 < λi < 1 for i = 1,2, . . . ,k + 1. Hence
the quadratic form deﬁned by
qp(v) =
∫
B
|∇v|2 − p
∫
B
|up|p−1v2,
R R
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verges to qp(ei). Then for ε = inf |qp(ei)|, i = 1,2, . . . ,k + 1, we may ﬁnd n0 ∈ N such that for n n0
we have
qpn (ei) < −
ε
2
. (5.4)
For v ∈ 〈e1, . . . , ek+1〉, v = 0, we can write v as
v = c
k+1∑
i=1
aiei,
where c is a positive constant and −1 < ai < 1 with ∑k+1i=1 a2i = 1. Then we derive that
qpn (v) = c2
(
k+1∑
i=1
a2i qpn (ei) −
∑
1i, jk+1
i = j
pnaia j
∫
BR
|upn |pn−1eie j
)
.
By (5.4), we obtain
qpn (v) c2
(
k+1∑
i=1
a2i
(−ε
2
)
+
∑
1i, jk+1
i = j
∣∣∣∣
∫
BR
pn|upn |pn−1eie j
∣∣∣∣
)
, for n n0. (5.5)
Since
∫
BR
pn|upn |pn−1eie j converges to
∫
BR
p|up |p−1eie j and
∫
BR
p|up|p−1eie j = 1λi
∫
BR
∇ei∇e j = 0, it
follows from (5.5) that qpn (v)−εc2/4 for n > n1, where n1 is an integer depending only on ε. This
contradicts the fact that ir(upn ) k and therefore C is closed as required.
C is open. For that let (pn), pn ∈ [α, p0], be a sequence converging to p such that ir(upn ) k + 1.
We claim that ir(up) k + 1. Indeed, let λ1n, . . . , λk+1n , . . . the eigenvalues of
−ein = pnλin|upn |pn−1ein, (5.6)
where (ein) is a Hilbert basis of eigenvectors associated to λ
i
n . Since ir(upn )  k + 1, we deduce that
0 < λin < 1 for i = 1,2, . . . ,k + 1. Letting n tend to inﬁnity in (5.6) we obtain
−ei = pλi|up|p−1ei,
where λi = limλin and ei ∈ H10,r(BR) with 〈ei, e j〉 = 0 for i = j. Since up is non-degenerate, we must
have 0 < λi < 1 for i = 1,2, . . . ,k + 1, which implies that ir(up) k + 1 and therefore C is open. This
completes the proof of Lemma 5.5. 
We now complete the proof of Proposition 2.9. Thanks to Remark 5.1, it suﬃces to prove that
ir(uk) k. By Lemma 5.3, we see that α ∈ C , so C is nonempty. Therefore from Lemma 5.5 we derive
that C = [α, p0]. This together with Lemma 5.3 imply that for any p ∈ ]1, p0] we have ir(up) k. 
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p < NN−2 , which can be written as follows⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
u′′k +
N − 1
r
u′k + K (r)|uk|p−1uk = 0 in (0, R);
uk(0) = a, u′k(0) = 0;
uk has (k − 1) zeros in (0, R),
(5.7)
where uk is the unique solution given by Theorem 2.4. It is known that uk is differentiable with
respect to a and the function ϕ = ∂uk
∂a satisﬁes⎧⎨
⎩ ϕ
′′ + N − 1
r
ϕ′ + pK (r)|uk|p−1ϕ = 0 in (0, R);
ϕ(0) = 1, ϕ′(0) = 0.
(5.8)
Proof of 1). We observe from [21] (see Lemma 2.1, p. 1334) that ∂uk
∂a (R,a) = 0. This fact is equivalent
to say that uk is non-degenerate.
Indeed, in [20] it is proved that a positive radially symmetric solution u of (1.2) is non-degenerate
if and only if ∂u
∂a (R,a) = 0, where a is the initial data. This result still holds for radially symmetric
changing sign solution of problem (1.2). For the sake of completeness we give the proof here.
We say that a radial solution u of problem (1.2) is non-degenerate if v = 0 is the only solution of
the linearized equation
⎧⎨
⎩ v
′′ + N − 1
r
v ′ + f ′(r,u)v = 0;
v ′(0) = v(R) = 0.
(5.9)
Differentiating (1.2) with respect to a, we get
⎧⎨
⎩ ϕ
′′ + N − 1
r
ϕ′ + f ′(r,u)ϕ = 0;
ϕ(0) = 1, ϕ′(0) = 0,
(5.10)
where ϕ = ∂u
∂a .
We now prove that ϕ(R) = 0 if and only if u is degenerate.
If ϕ(R) = 0, then ϕ is a nontrivial solution (5.9) (since ϕ(0) = 1). This implies that u is degenerate.
Conversely, if u is degenerate, there exists a nontrivial solution v of (5.9) with v(0) = 0. We then
have ϕ = 1v(0) v . Indeed the function 1v(0) v(s) satisﬁes Eq. (5.10) with ( 1v(0) v)(0) = ϕ(0) = 1. Hence
ϕ(R) = 0 and the desired result follows.
Proof of 2). For each t ∈ [0,1], we deﬁne ft by:
ft(r, s) = tK (r)|s|p−1s + (1− t)|s|p−1s,
where r ∈ (0, R) and 1 < p < NN−2 .
Obviously ft(r, s) = Kt(r)|s|p−1s, with Kt(r) = (1 − t) + tK (r), t ∈ [0,1]. We easily check that Kt
satisﬁes the hypotheses of Theorem 2.4 and K ′t(r) < 0, ∀r ∈ (0, R). Hence for each k 1, the problem
(B.Kt .k)
{
−u = Kt(r)|u|p−1u in BR; u = 0 on ∂BR;
u ∈ C2(BR); u is radial and has k − 1 nodes in (0, R)
has a unique radially symmetric solution ut with ut(0) > 0, ∀t ∈ [0,1].
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and 5.5.
Lemma 5.6 (Sturm–Liouville comparison lemma). Consider the following problems:
(P1)
⎧⎨
⎩ x
′′ + N − 1
r
x′ + q1(r)x = 0 in (0, R);
x′(0) = 0,
(P2)
⎧⎨
⎩ y
′′ + N − 1
r
y′ + q2(r)y = 0 in (0, R);
y′(0) = 0
and assume that q1(r) < q2(r), we then have:
1) if x(r1) = 0 and x(r) = 0 on [0, r1), then there exists r2 ∈ (0, r1) such that y(r2) = 0,
2) if x(r1) = x(r2) = 0 and x(r) = 0 on (r1, r2), then there exists r3 ∈ (r1, r2) such that y(r3) = 0.
Proof. We argue by contradiction and suppose that the result is false. Let r1, r2 are two consecutive
zeros of x and assume that x > 0 and y > 0 on the interval (r1, r2). We write (P1) (resp. (P2)) as
follows
(
rN−1x′
)′ + rN−1q1(r)x = 0
respectively
(
rN−1 y′
)′ + rN−1q2(r)y = 0.
Multiplying the ﬁrst equation by y and the second one by x then integrating them over the interval
(r1, r2), we obtain
rN−12 y(r2)x
′(r2) − rN−11 y(r1)x′(r1) =
r2∫
r1
(q2 − q1)(xy)(r)rN−1 dr. (5.11)
The left-hand side of (5.11) is non-positive, however the right-hand side is positive. This a contradic-
tion and Lemma 5.6 follows. 
Lemma 5.7. Let mt = sups∈[0,R] |ut(s)|, then there exist mk and Mk, two strictly positive constants such that
mk mt  Mk. (5.12)
Proof. We proceed in two steps.
Step 1. mt  Mk .
We verify that ft satisﬁes (f′1)–(f′4), (H ′) and (f′7). Therefore Proposition 2.2 gives the desired result
with Mk = c(k, R,N).
Step 2. mk mt .
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tions)
(B.Kt .k)
⎧⎨
⎩ u
′′ + N − 1
r
u′ + ft(r,u) = 0 in (0, R);
u′(0) = 0, u(R) = 0.
We claim that
λk−1  sup
r∈[0,R]
∣∣∣∣ ft(r,ut)ut
∣∣∣∣, ∀t ∈ [0,1], (5.13)
where λk is the kth eigenvalue of − on BR .
Indeed, we proceed by contradiction and assume that
sup
[0,R]
∣∣∣∣ ft(r,ut)ut
∣∣∣∣< λk−1.
We take q1(r) = ft(r,ut)/ut and x = ut , q2(r) = λk−1 and y = ek−1 the eigenfunction associated to
λk−1. Since q1 < q2 and ut has k − 1 zeros in (0, R), Lemma 5.6 implies that the eigenfunction ek−1
has at least k − 1 zeros in (0, R). This is of course wrong since ek−1 has exactly k − 2 zeros in (0, R).
Hence (5.13) follows and implies that
λk−1 
(
1+ sup
r∈[0,R]
K (r)
)(
sup
r∈[0,R]
∣∣ut(r)∣∣)p−1.
We then derive that
‖ut‖L∞(BR ) mk,
where mk = [λk−1/(1+ supr∈[0,R] K (r))]1/(p−1) . This completes the proof of Lemma 5.7. 
Thanks to Lemma 5.7, the uniqueness and the non-degeneracy of solution ut of problem (B.Kt .k),
we obtain:
Lemma 5.8. Let tn ∈ [0,1] such that limn→∞tn = t, then utn converges to ut in the C1 sense (up to a subse-
quence if necessary).
Lemma 5.9. Let C ′ = {t ∈ [0,1], such that ir(ut)  k}, then C ′ is an open and closed set (for the topology
induced on [0,1]).
The proof of these last two lemmas are similar to the proofs of Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5. In fact through
the proof, the parameters t and tn play the same role as p and pn .
We are now able to complete the proof of 2) of Theorem 2.6. From Proposition 2.9 we see that
C ′ is nonempty (since t = 0 ∈ C ′). Therefore, by Lemma 5.9 we obtain C ′ = [0,1]. Since the problem
(B.K1.k) corresponds to (B.K .k), we conclude that
ir(uk) = k. 
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We clarify the remarks made on the assumptions (H) and (f5) in the introduction.
1. If lim|s|→∞ | f (s)|
|s| NN−2
= 0, then (H) is satisﬁed. Indeed, since f satisﬁes (f3), there exists a constant
m such that F (s) = ∫ s0 f (t)dt m for |s| s0. Hence for any θ > 0, we have:
sf (s) − θ F (s)
s2| f (s)| 2N
 −θm
s2| f (s)| 2N
+ sf (s)
s2| f (s)| 2N
= −θm
s2| f (s)| 2N
+
( | f (s)|
|s| NN−2
) N−2
N
→ 0 as |s| → ∞.
2. If lim|s|→∞ | f (s)|
|s| NN−2
 c > 0, then (H) implies that f satisﬁes (f5). Indeed, we ﬁrst observe that
| f (s)| c|s| NN−2 implies that sf (s) c.s2| f (s)| 2N for |s| s0. Using (H), we see that for ε > 0 we
have
sf (s) − θ F (s) εs2 f (s) 2N  ε
c
sf (s).
This reads sf (s)  θ1F (s) where θ1 = cθc−ε . Since θ < 2NN−2 we may choose ε small enough such
that θ1 < 2NN−2 , we then get for |s| s0
asf (s) 2N
N − 2 F (s) − sf (s),
where a = 2NN−2 1θ1 − 1 > 0.
On the other hand from (f4), we have | f (s)| 2NN+2  c|sf (s)| = csf (s) for |s|  s0. Hence (f5) is
satisﬁed.
3. The nonlinearity f (t) = |t|
4
N−2 t
(log(2+|t|))q does not satisfy (H). Indeed, let s > 0 and F (s) =
∫ s
0 f (t)dt
then using integration by parts, we get F (s) = N−22N sf (s) + q N−22N
∫ s
0
t
N+2
N−2
(log(2+t))q+1 dt . Since the func-
tion t → t
N+2
N−2
(log(2+t))q+1 is an increasing function for t  s0, there exists a constant c(s0) such that
for any 0 θ < 2NN−2 and s s0 we have
sf (s) − θ F (s)
s2| f (s)| 2N
 sf (s)
s2| f (s)| 2N
(
A − B
log(2+ s)
)
− c(s0),
where A = (1− N−22N θ) > 0 and B = qθ N−22N .
Since sf (s)
s2| f (s)| 2N
= s
2
N
(log(2+s))q N−2N
→ ∞ as s → ∞, we see that (H) is not satisﬁed.
4. f satisﬁes (f5). From the above computation we have
2N
N − 2 F (s) − sf (s) = q
s∫
0
t
N+2
N−2
(log(2+ t))q+1 dt  q
N − 2
2N
|s| 2NN−2
(log(2+ |s|))q+1 .
On the other hand we have | f (s)| 2NN+2 = |s|
2N
N−2
(log(2+|s|))q 2NN+2
. So if we choose q N+2N−2 we conclude that
(f5) is satisﬁed.
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